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A B S T R A C T

Background: One of the most devastating aspects of developmental epilepsy is the long-term impact on
behavior. Children with epilepsy show a high co-morbidity with anxiety disorders and autism.
Methods: To examine whether early-life status epilepticus results in altered anxiety, repetitive behavior,
social behavior, and learning and memory, we induced status epilepticus in male C57BL/6 mice on
postnatal day (PD) 10. The mice received intraperitoneal injections of either kainic acid (2mg/kg) or 0.9%
normal saline. We also included a nontreated control group. Kainic acid induced status epilepticus for
approximately 1.5 h. At PD60, the adult mice were then tested in a battery of behavioral tasks, including
open field activity, elevated-plus maze, light-dark test, marble burying, social chamber, social partition,
conditioned fear, novel object recognition, and Morris water maze.
Results: The early-life seizure group showed consistent increases in anxiety in the open field test
(p<0.05), elevated plus maze (p<0.05), and light-dark task (p<0.01). The seizure group showed
significant (p<0.01) impairment in the Morris water maze. There were no differences observed in
marble burying, social partition, social chamber, novel object recognition, or delay fear conditioning
tasks.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that a single insult of status epilepticus during the neonatal
period is sufficient to cause specific, long-term impairments in anxiety and spatial learning.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier, a division of RELX India, Pvt. Ltd on behalf of Indian Epilepsy Society.
1. Introduction

Approximately 0.5–1% of children ages 0–16 are diagnosedwith
epilepsy.1 The highest incidence of seizures occurs during the first
year of life,2 with prolonged seizures increasing overall seizure
susceptibility in adolescence and adulthood.3 One life-threatening
type of seizure condition is status epilepticus (SE), which is
characterized as a series of acute, prolonged seizures. SE is
primarily observed in children,4 but is also seen in the adult
population. Although, the estimated mortality rate of SE is
approximately 6–18%, children show significantly greater recovery
than adults.5,6

Children experiencing SE during early life have been shown to
exhibit long-term alterations in cognition and behavior,7,8 and
impairments in intellectual functioning.7,9 Co-morbidity estimates
between epilepsy and mood disorders, such as anxiety and
depression, are approximately 50–60% of patients with epilepsy.10
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Further, mood disorders have a higher incidence rate in children
with epilepsy than in children with any other long-term medical
conditions.11 There is also evidence indicating a high comorbidity
between autism and epilepsy,12–14 with approximately 30% of
epileptic patients diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder.12

Therefore, understanding the relationship between epilepsy and
the development of its associated disorders has potential to
improve the lives of many children.

Studies using animal models of epilepsy have confirmed many
of the observations from human studies. SE during early
development does not commonly result in spontaneous seizures,
unlike when induced in adult animals.15 There has also been less
reported cell loss and synaptic alterations in animals with SE
during early development than in adulthood.16 Although many
previous studies have examined the effects of early-life SE on
cognition and anxiety, when taken together the overall long-term
behavioral impact remains unclear. There have been reports that
early-life SE in rodent models result in long-term elevation in
anxiety,17–22 while others have found no change in anxiety
level.23,24 There have also been studies that observed spatial
learning deficits,18,20–22 while others have found no deficits in
Indian Epilepsy Society.
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spatial memory in rodents.16,23 Several studies have found that
early-life SE and early-life flurothyl seizures result in long-term
changes in social behavior.15,24,25

One common concern with many of these studies is the use of
only a single test to examine behavioral phenotypes. In the current
study, we investigated long-term changes in anxiety, repetitive
behaviors, social behavior, and learning following early-life SE on
postnatal day 10. In order to improve the reliability of our results,
as compared to previous studies, we included complementary
measures for each behavioral phenotype. The results from this
study could enhance our understanding of epilepsy, as well as
provide strong foundations for future studies aiming to examine
the cellular and molecular mechanisms for these deficiencies.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Animals

For the following studies we used C57BL/6J male mice. These
mice were generated and housed at Baylor University at an
ambient temperature of 22 �C, with a 14-h light and 10-h dark
(20:00–6:00h) diurnal cycle. The mice were given ad libitum
access to food and water. All procedures to the animals were
approved by the Baylor University Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee.

2.2. Design

On postnatal day (PD) 10, C57BL/6J pups received intraperito-
neal injections of either 2mg/kg (0.5mg/ml) dose of kainic acid
(Tocris, Bristol, UK) solution or 0.9% normal saline. The animals
were subsequentlymonitored and behavioral seizureswere scored
using a modified Racine scale.26 The seizure group experienced
status epilepticus within thirty minutes of injection and continued
for 1.5 h. The vehicle mice received an injection of saline and were
isolated from their mother for an equivalent period of time as the
seizure mice. The non-treated control pups remained with their
mother throughout this period. Behavioral testing began on
approximately PD 60. Throughout all behavioral testing animals
were first acclimated to the room for 30min. At the conclusion of
each behavioral test we cleaned the behavioral apparatus with 30%
isopropyl alcohol solution.

2.3. Assessment of behavioral parameters

2.3.1. Open field activity
The mice were placed into the clear acrylic arena (40� 40�30

cm) to investigate their activity and anxiety levels for 30min using
a computer-operated optical animal activity system (Fusion by
AccuScan Instruments, Inc.; Columbus, USA). Total distancemoved,
distance in center, center time, activity count, and stereotypy count
wasmeasured. The sample size for the open field testwas n =17 for
the controls and n=19 for the SE group.

2.3.2. Elevated plus maze
We used the elevated plus maze to evaluate differences in

anxiety.27 The apparatus consisted of two enclosed and two open
horizontal perpendicular arms (30�5 cm) positioned 40 cm above
the floor with a central square platform (5�5 cm) that forms from
the connection of the four arms. We used video tracking software
(Noldus: Ethovision; Netherlands) to score the time spent and
frequency of visits in the open arms, center arms, and closed arms
during a ten-minute test. We simultaneously video-recorded the
test and later scored head-dips in the open arms and rearing in the
closed arms manually. In the elevated plus maze video tracking
data, the sample size for the control groupwas n=15 and for the SE
groupwas n=8. For all data pertaining to the head dips and rearing
n =11 for the control group and n=8 for the SE group.

2.3.3. Light/dark test
A separate cohort of mice was tested in the light/dark

exploration test as an additional measure of anxiety.28 The mice
were placed into a clear acrylic arena (40� 40�30 cm) that was
evenly divided into an open area and a black enclosed area inwhich
the mice could freely enter and exit. Activity was collected by a
computer-operated optical animal activity system (Fusion by
AccuScan Instruments, Inc.; Columbus, USA). In the light/dark test
the sample size for the control groupwas n=7 and for the SE group
was n=10.

2.3.4. Marble burying
The marble-burying test was used to examine repetitive

behavior. The mice were placed in clean mouse cages
(27�16.5�12.5) with sanichip bedding that had 20 black glass
marbles placed in an equidistant 4�5 pattern. The number of
marbles buried (>75%, 100%, or completely covered by bedding
material) was recorded. The sample size for the control group was
n=18 and for the SE group was n=19 in the marble burying test.

2.3.5. Social chamber test
We used the three-chamber social behavior test to examine

social behavior in mice using methods previously described.24

There were two ten-minute phases to this test. In the first phase
the animal was placed in the apparatus and we recorded the time
the animal spent in the left chamber, center, right chamber, and
corner cups. For the second phase, we placed an unfamiliar C57BL/
6J (gender-, age-, weight-matched) mouse under one of the corner
cups and a similarly sized black Lego1 block at the other corner
cup. We recorded the time spent in each chamber and at the cups
for the trial. All behavior was recorded using a digital video
recording program (Dazzle DVD recorder, Pinnacle; Ottawa,
Canada) and was scored later by an individual blind to the
condition of the mouse. The control group sample size was n =18
and for the SE group was n=19.

2.3.6. Social partition test
We examined their behavior in the social partition test using

methods previously described.29 For this test each experimental
animal was housedwith an unfamiliar C57BL/6J (sex-, age, weight-
matched) mouse for 24h in a standard cage. A clear perforated
(0.6 cm-diameter holes) partition separated the mice. The first five
minute test consisted of the time and frequency the animal spent
with the familiar mouse. The mouse was then removed and an
unfamiliar mouse C57BL/6J was placed in the previously vacant
part of the partition. We then measured time and frequency of the
visits of the experimental mouse to the partition. After the 5min
test we then reintroduced the familiar mouse (same mouse as in
trial 1) and measured the time and frequency at the partition. In
social partition test the control group was n=18 and the SE was
group n=19.

2.3.7. Morris water maze
The Morris water maze (MWM) test was used to examine

spatial learning and memory deficits as previously described.30

Mousemovementwasmonitored bya video camera connected to a
computer with digital tracking software (Noldus Ethovision;
Netherlands). The mice were tested for their ability to locate a
submerged square platform (14.5�14.5 cm). The mice were tested
for 2 blocks per day for a total of 4 days. After the completion of the
eighth block, each animal was given a probe trial for 60s. We
conducted a visible platform test the following day to evaluate
whether the mice had difficulty in locating a visible platform. In
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Morris water maze the sample size for the control groupwas n=17
and for the SE group was n=19.

2.3.8. Novel object recognition
Weexamined acutememory in the novel object recognition test

usingmethods previously described.31 The subject was first placed
in the testing chamber for 20min in order to acclimate to the
testing environment. On the following day the mice were
introduced to the testing arena. During phase one there were
two identical objects that were placed in the back corners of the
arena. The subject was placed in the arena and allowed to examine
the objects for 10min. The testing was video-recorded and scored
later by an experimenter blind to the treatment of the mouse. One
hour after the completion of phase one the animal was
reintroduced to the testing chamber. In phase two we removed
one of the objects, replaced it with a novel object, and recorded
their behavior in the five minute trial. The sample size in the novel
object recognition test was n =17 for the control group and n=19
for the SE group.

2.3.9. Conditioned fear test
A conditioned fear task was performed as previously described

using the FreezeFrame monitoring system (Coulbourn; Holliston,
USA).30 On the training day, mice were placed in the test chamber
[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Mice with early-life SE show decreases in anxiety and stereotypy behavior in the
activity but did find differences spent in the center of the arena that could have been due
used tomeasure locomotor activity. (A) The control and seizuremice explored the open fi

of the open field (C) but were equally active in the outside part of the open field test. (D
behavior, (F) but had a reduction in stereotypy behavior. The last twomeasures examined
mean� standard error of the mean; n = 17 control; n = 19 seizure. * = p<0.05.
and allowed to explore for 2min. The conditioned stimulus (CS)
was presented for 30 s (a white noise 80dB sound) and followed
immediately by a mild foot shock (2 s, 0.7mA) that served as the
unconditioned stimulus (US). After 2min, the mice received a
second CS–US pairing. Mice were tested for cued fear responses
24h after conditioning. The cued fear test involved testing the
response of the mice to an auditory CS in a new environment. Mice
were placed into this new chamber and freezing was recorded for
3min in this new context. The auditory CS was then presented for
3min and freezing was recorded. The sample size in the fear
condition test for the control group was n=7 and for the SE group
was n=10.

2.4. Statistical analysis

All datawere analyzed by using SPSS 20.0 for PC (SPSS; Chicago,
USA) or by Graphpad Prism 6 for PC (San Diego, USA). For all
comparisons, the level of significance was set at p<0.05. For all
analyses, controls and handled controls were combined since no
statistically significant differenceswere found between the groups.
Animals weremonitored for normal weight gain and no significant
differences were found between groups.
open field test without a change in activity. We did not observe any differences in
to increased anxiety. Control and seizure mice were examined in an open field test

eld chamber for a similar distance. (B) The seizuremicewere less active in the center
) They were similar in the amount of time spent in the center (E) similar in rearing
whether early-life SE resulted in alterations in repetitive behavior. Data are shownas
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3. Results

3.1. Results of behavioral parameters

3.1.1. Mice with early-life SE show increased anxiety and decreased
stereotypy behavior in the open field test, without changes in overall
activity levels

Wefirst examinedwhether early-life SE impacted activity levels
and anxiety behavior by using an open field test. The control and
seizure mice showed no difference in total activity [t(1,34) = 1.52,
p =0.14] (Fig. 1A). However, there were significant differences in
the center distance explored [t(1,34) = 2.31, p<0.05] (Fig. 1B). The
early-life SE group spent less time in the center, indicating an
increase in anxiety in the open field test. Therewere no differences
[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2. Mice with early-life SE show abnormal anxiety in the light/dark test and elevated
dark test and one cohort of control and seizuremicewere used in the elevated plusmaze
light to the dark chambers. (B) The seizure group showed a reduction in time spent in the
test. (C) There were no differences in the frequency of visits to each arm of the elevated
maze, (E) no differences in the frequency of rearings in the closed arms or in the (F) the tim
seizure mice. Data are shown as mean� standard error of the mean; Light/dark test: n =
control; n = 8 seizure. Elevated plus maze test headdips and rearings: n =11 control; n
in distance in the surround area [(1,34) = 1.76, p =0.08] (Fig. 1C), in
the time spent in the center of the open field [t(1,34) = 0.83,
p =0.41] (Fig. 1D). There were no differences in rearings/vertical
count [(1,34) = 0.63, = 0.53] (Fig. 1E). However, the early-life SE
group did spend less time performing stereotypy behavior (self-
grooming), as compared to the control group [t(1,34) = 2.18,
p<0.05] (Fig. 1F). There were no differences in weight t(1,
34) = 0.5, p =0.65 between the control 24.9 g�0.4 compared to
seizure mice 24.6 g�0.4 at the time of the open field testing.

3.1.2. Mice with early-life SE show increased anxiety in the light/dark
test and elevated plus maze test

We next examined whether early-life SE impacted anxiety
behavior using the light/dark test. There was a significant
plus maze test. One cohort of control and seizure mice were examined in the light/
test tomeasure anxiety. (A) The seizuremice had a reduction in the transitions from
open arms and an increase in time spent in the closed arms of the elevated plusmaze
plus maze test. (D) There were no differences in the number of headdips in the plus
e rearing in the closed arms of the elevated plusmaze test between the control and
7 control; n = 10 seizure. Elevated plus maze test time and frequency in arm: n=15
=8 seizure.* = p<0.05.
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difference in the number of transitions [t(1,15) = 3.18, p<0.01]
(Fig. 2A) with SE group mice exhibiting fewer transitions between
the light and dark compartments. The decrease in transitions
indicates that the early-life SEmiceweremore anxious in the light/
dark test.

In the elevated-plus maze, the early-life SE group mice spent
less time in the open arms [t(1,21) = 2.47, p<0.05] (left 2 graphs for
Fig. 2B); no difference in the center time [t(1,21) = 1.23, p = 0.23]
(center graphs for Fig. 2B); and spent more time in the closed arms
t(1,21) = 2.19, p<0.05 (Fig. 2B right 2 graphs for Fig. 2B). There
were no significant differences in the frequency of visits to the
open, center, or closed arms between the control and early-life SE
group (Fig. 2C). The decrease time spent in the open arms and
increased time spent in the closed arms observed in the early-life
SE group indicates an increase in anxiety behavior. There were no
differences between groups observed in head dips in the open
arms [t(1,21) = 1.71, p =0.10] (Fig. 2D), in the frequency of rearings
in the closed arms [t(1,21) = 1.54, p = 0.14] (Fig. 2E), or rearing
duration [t(1,21) = 1.0, p = 0.33] (Fig. 2F). The light/dark test and
elevated plusmaze test complemented the results in the open field
test, indicating that mice following early-life SE have a long-lasting
increase in anxiety behavior.
[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3. Micewith early-life SE show normal social behavior in the social chamber and soc
housed the novel object. (B) Time spentwith the cup that housed themouse and object in
seizure mice both preferred the mouse compared to the object. The partition test reveale
seconds for the control andmicewith early-life SE (seizure) during three sequential 5min
back to familiar partner (gray bar). The values represent the mean� SEM. n= 18 contro
3.1.3. Mice with early-life SE show no change in repetitive behavior in
the marble-burying test

We next examined whether early-life SE impacted repetitive
behavior using the marble-burying test. At the conclusion of the
30min trial we removed the mice and counted the number of
marbles buried (out of 20) at the 75% level, 100% level, or
completely buried. We used several measures to determine if one
measure was more sensitive than another. There were no
significant differences between groups in the number of marbles
buried at the 75%: [control = 14.9�0.7; early-life SE =13.9�0.9]; at
100%: [control = 12.1�0.7; early-life SE = 11.8�0.9]; or completely
buried: [control = 8.6�0.8; early-life SE =9.4�0.9]. The values
represent the number of marbles buried (out of 20) in the 30min
trial. These results indicate that early-life SE does not have long-
lasting impact on repetitive behavior.

3.1.4. Mice with early-life SE show normal social behavior in the social
chamber and social partition tests

We next examined whether early-life SE impacted social
behavior using the social chamber and social partition tests. We
found that early-life SE did not change the preference for a novel
animal compared to a novel object. There were no differences
between the groups in terms of preference for the novel animal [t
ial partition tests. (A) Time in the chamber with themouse, center, and chamber that
the three chamber social behavior test. The results demonstrate that the control and
d a similar pattern to the social chamber. (C) Time spent at the partition is shown in
tests with their familiar partner (black bar), an unfamiliar partner (white bars), and
l; n = 19 seizure.
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(1,35) = 0.34, p = 0.74]; center [t(1,35) = 0.7, p = 0.5]; or novel object
[t(1,35) = 0.65, p =0.52] (Fig. 3A). There were no differences
between the groups in terms of preference for a novel animal at
the cup [t(1,35) = 0.9, p = 0.36] or at the cup with the novel object [t
(1,35) = 0.82, p = 0.41] (Fig. 3B). The control mice had a significant
preference for the chamber that housed the novel mouse
[t(1,17) = 5.35, p<0.001] and so did the early-life SE group
[t(1,18) = 5.4, p<0.001] (Fig. 3A). A similar preference was found
for the duration of time the experimental animal spent at the cup
that housed the novel mouse for both the control mice [t
(1,17) = 9.8, p<0.001]; and the early-life SE mice [t(1,18) = 8.3,
p<0.001] (Fig. 3B).We also ran amixed ANOVA and found nomain
[(Fig._4)TD$FIG]

Fig. 4. Mice with early-life SE show impairment in spatial learning and memory. Contr
spatial memory through the Morris water maze. (A) The seizure mice show impairme
significantly longer path length tofind the hiddenplatform. After 8 blocks of learningwer
(C) The seizure mice show less time spent in the target quadrant compared to the WT
** =p<0.01. n = 17 control; n =19 seizure.
effect of group over the three testing conditions [F(1,35) = 0.57,
p =0.50]. However, there was a main effect across the 3 conditions
[F(2,68) = 32.4, p<0.001] but no interaction between testing
conditions and group [F(2,68) = 0.03, p = 0.97]. These results
indicate that early-life SE does not have long-lasting impact on
social behavior.

3.1.5. Mice with early-life SE show impairment in spatial learning and
memory

We next examined whether early-life SE impacted hippocam-
pus-dependent behavior using the MWM test. Mice with early-life
SE showed a significant decrease in their ability to learn to find the
ol and seizure mice were examined for differences in acquisition and retention of
nt in the ability to learn to find the hidden platform. (B) The seizure mice show a
e completed, the animalswere tested for spatialmemory retention by the probe trial.
mice, p<0.05. (D) Both groups had a similar latency to find the visible platform.
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hidden platform compared to controls with a main effect across all
trials [F(1,34) = 8.88, p<0.01] (Fig. 4A). A main effect of block was
also found [F(1,34) = 92.1, p<0.001], but no interaction between
block and groupwas found F(1,34) = 0.16, p = 0.69. In addition, mice
with early-life SE also had a significantly longer path length than
controls across all trials [F(1,34) = 7.2, p =0.01] (Fig. 4B).

We thenexaminedspatialmemory inaprobe trial.We found that
mice with early-life SE showed a significant decrease in the time
spent in the target quadrant during the probe trial (Fig. 4C). We did
not find an overall group effect [F(1,34) = 0.9, p =0.344], but we did
find a group by quadrant interaction [F(1, 34) = 5.2, p<0.05].
Individual t-tests revealed a significant difference between the
early-life SE and control groups in the amount of time spent in the
target region [t(1,34) = 2.3, p<0.05] and for the opposite quadrant
[t(1, 34) = 2.1, p<0.05]. We observed no differences in the time to
find the visible platform [t(1,34) = 0.60, p = 0.55] (Fig. 4D). These
[(Fig._5)TD$FIG]

Fig. 5. Micewith early-life SE do not show impairment in the novel object recognition tes
to remember a novel object. On the first phase both groups showed no preference for the l
was placed in one corner. (B) Both seizure and control group showed a significant prefe
Seizure t(1,17) = 6.9, p<0.0001. However, there were no differences in preference betwe
delay fear conditioning test. (C) Therewere no difference in their ability to associate a ton
showed equal amounts of freezing across all intervals. Twenty hour hours they were tes
seizure mice show no difference in their freezing in a new context or to a conditioned st
conditioning: n = 7; seizure= 10. Data are shown as mean� SEM; * =p<0.05; ** = p<0.
results indicatethatearly-lifeSEhasa long-lasting impactonspatial
learning.

3.1.6. Mice with early-life SE do not show impairment in the novel
object recognition test or delay fear conditioning

We then examined whether early-life SE affected recognition
memory and fear memory by using the novel object recognition
and delayed fear conditioning tests. There was no preference
difference to the left or right object within the control group [t
(1,16) = 1.27, p = 0.2]; or early-life SE group [t(1,17) = 0.4, p = 0.68], or
when compared to each other (Fig. 5A). Both sets showed
significant preference for the novel object compared to the
familiar object: Control [t(1,16) = 7.4, p<0.0001]; early-life SE [t
(1,17) = 6.9, p<0.0001] (Fig. 5B). However, there were no differ-
ences in preference between the groups in the novel object
condition [t(1,34) = 0.42, p = 0.67] (Fig. 5B).
t or delay fear conditioning. (A) Control and seizuremicewere tested for their ability
eft or right object (identical object) in a tenminute trial. One hour later a novel object
rence for the novel object over the familiar object: Control t(1,16) = 7.4, p<0.0001;
en control and seizure group t(1,34) = 0.42, p = 0.67. The mice were then tested in a
ewith the aversive stimulus (shock) during the delay fear conditioning testing. They
ted in a novel context and the tone was presented to the mice. (D) The control and
imulus (tone). Novel object recognition: n =17 for control; n = 19 seizure. Delay fear
01.
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We then measured ability to form associations between the
testing context and a tone for fear conditioning. We found no
difference between the groups on the training day [F(1,15) = 0.107,
p =0.748]. However, both groups did show an increase in freezing
over the different periods of training [F(4,60) = 49.4, p<0.001]
(Fig. 5C). There was no interaction between group across the
periods [F(4,60) = 0.92, p = 0.47]. We found no difference between
the groups in the new context or when the tone was presented
(Fig. 5D). The control and early-life SE mice were not different in
their freezing for a new context [t(1,15) = 0.70, p =0.5], or to the
tone CS: [t(1,15) = 0.17, p =0.86]. These results indicate that early-
life SE does not have a long-lasting impact on novel object
recognition and conditioned fear (Table 1).

4. Discussion

The results of the present study demonstrate that a single insult
of SE during early life can lead to specific long-term impairments in
anxiety and spatial learning behaviors.We found a reduction in the
time spent in the center of the open field and a reduction in the
number of transitions in the light/dark test. In a separate test that is
commonly used to measure anxiety in mice, we found a reduction
in the time spent in the open arms and an increase in the time
spent in the closed arms of the test. Our finding that early-life SE
cause long-term increases in anxiety corroborates the results of
previous studies.19,22 In the Sayin et al. study, the authors induced
SE in rats on PD 1, 7,14, or 24 and reported significant reductions in
time spent in the open arms over the closed arms across all time
points. However, PD 24 was the only time point with a significant
change in the number of head dips. In Moreira et al. experimenters
used kainic acid to induce SE in PD 7 rats, and reported increased
anxiety in adulthood.

There is increasing awareness in the clinical community that
anxiety is one of the major psychiatric correlates of epilepsy.
Studies suggest that within one year after being diagnosed with
epilepsy, approximately 25% of patients will subsequently be
diagnosed with an anxiety disorder.32 In some settings, the
incidence rate of an anxiety disorder in this population has been
reported to be greater than 50%.33,34 Not all studies have observed a
change in anxiety after early-life SE. One study induced SE on PD 7
inmaleWistar rats and found change in anxiety.23 In the plusmaze
test, these authors report a slight reduction in the ratio of time
spent in the open arms over the total time in all arms, but the effect
was not statistically significant. One reason for the conflicting
results may be due to the effect of repeated testing. In the Cornejo
et al. study, authors examined animal behavior in many other
behavioral tests. Anxiety tests in their study were also presented
after several other behavioral tests. The effect of additional testing
may have partially reduced the sensitivity of the elevated plus
Table 1
Review of behavioral changes after early-life status epilepticus.

Behavioral Phenotypes Test Change

Anxiety Open Field "
Light/Dark "
EPM "

Repetitive Behavior Marble Burying None

Social Behavior Social Partition None
Social Chamber None

Learning & Memory MWM #
Novel Object None
Fear Conditioning None
maze test, as repeated testing is to known to temporarily affect
performance in this test.35 Different strains of mice have been
shown to habituate differently when repeatedly tested on anxiety
related behavior.36 Given this impact of repeated testing in the
measurement of anxiety, we split one cohort of animals to be
tested in the light/dark test and another to be tested in the elevated
plus-maze test following open field testing. Each cohort of the
early-life SE group showed increased anxiety in the test they were
examined in. Other possible factors that could have effected long-
term changes in anxiety are seizure frequency or severity related to
differences in kainic acid dosage.37 In addition, the animal species
and postnatal time point of seizure induction were different
between studies.

Due to increasing evidence of the comorbidity between
epilepsy and autism, we examined social and repetitive behavior
in mice across several behavioral tests. We first examined
repetitive behavior through the open field test, and observed
specific decreases in stereotypy count behavior in the early-life SE
mice. The stereotypy measure through the automated software is
believed to measure the repeated breaking of photobeams that is
similar to self-grooming.We have not confirmed this association in
our lab sowe then examined themice in themarble-burying test to
more specifically measure repetitive behavior. There were no
difference in the number of marbles buried at 75%, 100% or when
completely buried. This is in contrast to a recent study where
investigators administered kainic acid to PD 7 rats.25 These authors
found a significant decrease in marble burying and an increase in
side to side head movements but no difference in self-grooming.
Some differences between this study and our study could be
attributed to differences in the animal species used and the
postnatal time point chosen for seizure induction. Future studies
could include the nose poke test, nestlet shredding behavior, and a
grooming analysis test to further examine differences in repetitive
behavior. Future studies could also include video recording of the
behaviors to determine the frequency inwhich themice rebury the
marbles in the 30min test.

We then used the social chamber and social partition test to
determine whether early-life SE resulted in social behavior
deficits. We used a large sample size of 18–19 per group and found
no differences in social behavior in either test. The social chamber
test was used to determine the difference in preference for a novel
object and a novel mouse. There was a clear preference for the
novel mouse compared to the novel object, but there was no
difference in the preference for the mouse between the control
and seizure group. The social partition behavior was used to
compare the preference of the experimental groups to familiar
and non-familiar mice. The strength of this test is the repeated-
measures aspect of the test that allows for the experimenter to
determine the baseline social preference for each mouse and the
difference in social interaction when presented with an unfamil-
iar and familiar mouse. We found no difference between the
control and seizure group in the preference of the familiar and
non-familiar mouse. We were surprised by the results in the
social behavioral test, as we recently published a paper reporting
that flurothyl seizures across postnatal days 7–11 result in social
behavior deficits in social chamber and social partition tests.24

Other groups have also reported that early-life seizures can result
in social behavior deficits.17,25,38 There is increasing awareness
that early-life seizures are correlated with later alterations in
social behavior. It is difficult to reconcile that while some groups,
including our own, found deficits in social behavior, others found
no deficits. There are differences in rat vs. mouse, seizure
induction method used, and timing of the seizure induction.
Given the new awareness of autistic-like phenotypes arising after
seizures, future studies could compare the effects of different
seizure induction methods, timing, strain, and species of
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experimental animal. The relationship between early-life seizures
and autism is approximately 30%.39,40 For this reason, observing
social behavior deficits should not be expected in all studies that
examine the behavioral effects of early-life seizures.

Previous studies provide evidence that the hippocampus is
especially sensitive to early-life seizures. One study found that
hippocampal place cell abnormalities lead to impaired spatial
memory.41 A separate study demonstrates that early-life hyper-
thermic seizures lowered inhibition in the CA1 hippocampal
dendrites, and suggests that the behavioral deficits are caused by a
loss of CA1 apical dendritic inhibition.42 It has also been shown
that spatial memory formation by direct excitation of entorhinal to
CA1 distal dendrites may be disrupted due to lowered inhibitory
regulation. Repeated administration of flurothyl seizures during
early development results in immature dendritic fields in
pyramidal neurons within the CA1 region of the hippocampus.43

We used the MWM to determine whether the control and seizure
mice had spatial learning and memory deficits. During the
acquisition phase (8 trials) we found that the seizure mice had a
longer latency to find the hidden platform and took a longer path
length to find the hidden platform. The path length measure is
important since the speed of the animal could confound the
latencymeasure. The path length is a clearermeasure of the spatial
learning deficit. The probe trial also revealed that the seizure mice
spent an equal amount of time in the four quadrants of the maze.
The control group had a clear preference for quadrant that
previously housed the target platform compared to the seizure
group. Our study provides additional behavioral evidence that
spatial learning is impacted by a single episode of neonatal
seizures. One future direction for our studied would be to include
EEG recording to determine whether the mice have abnormal
epileptiform activity in the hippocampus. Interictal spikes or other
abnormal EEG activity may impair learning and memory during
adulthood.

One area we attempted to build on with our study was
examining other types of learning and memory. Recognition
memory, as tested by the Novel Object Recognition test, was found
to be unimpaired and corroborates with a previous study that
found no differences in recognitionmemory between control mice
and seizure induced mice.23 This test examines the preference of
the subject to a familiar and novel object. Novel object recognition
is believed to engage the perirhinal cortex and lesions in the
hippocampus do not affect novel object recognition.44 Therefore,
SE may not affect the perirhinal cortex in early development. We
also did not find any deficiencies in amygdala-dependent
contextual fear memory, which corroborates with findings from
a study by Cornejo et al. that investigates the developing brain of
rats following early-life seizures. The fear conditioning test
examines the ability of the subject to associate an aversive
stimulus with a tone. The results from learning phase of the test
demonstrate that the control and seizure mice freeze an equal
amount to the baseline condition and to the presentation of the
tones. We then tested the subject’s ability to associate the aversive
classical conditioning test the following day. The control and
seizure mice had similar levels of freezing to the new context and
when the tone was presented. There was a clear increase in
freezing to the tone compared to the newcontext. One limitation of
delay fear conditioning test is that it only examines amygdala-
dependent memory. Future studies could examine novel place
recognition test or trace fear conditioning, which is a more
hippocampal dependent learning and memory test.

The elevated anxiety levels observed in our study demonstrate
a strong relationship between seizures and anxiety. This relation-
ship is significant because it supports the claim that there is a
bidirectional relationship between mood disorders and epilepsy,
and that behavioral deficits are not a result of only psychiatric
conditions.11 Anxiety and its associated mood disorders, such as
depression, are often left undiagnosed and untreated in patients
with epilepsy. This situation can severely hamper the quality of life
of epilepsy patients.45 This study suggests that increased anxiety
and impaired spatial learning are co-morbidities of epilepsy.
Further studies seek to understand the shared underlying circuitry
between seizures and anxiety disorders. Moreover, the therapeutic
benefit of anxiolytics on patients with epilepsy to help mitigate
increased anxiety levels may also be investigated.

5. Conclusion

We found that a single insult of SE in C57BL/6Jmalemice during
early life can cause a long-lasting increase in anxiety and impair
spatial memory. Our study further suggests that spatial memory
impairment is limited to selective disruption to the hippocampus.
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